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System Health Check

Sure-Start Cloud Deployment

Oftentimes with any system setup, once it’s up and configured and running reliably, you don’t get the time to go back, review, and 
make sure it’s running at the highest optimum level. A level that creates the most efficiency and effectiveness in your organization.

NetMotion software works so reliably, it’s often just a “set and forget”. But what if you could get more out of our software and 
ensure the overall health of your system is providing you the efficiencies you need?

You can, with NetMotion’s System Health Check from our Mobile Solutions Group.

Check Your Health 
With System Health Check, a NetMotion engineer visits your location to provide a hands-on review of your current NetMotion 
deployment. This on-site engagement runs for a total of up to two (2) eight-hour days, including a pre on-site system planning 
discussion via conference call. The two (2) eight-hour days represent a full system review and analysis of your NetMotion 
implementation, and includes recommendations and best practices.

System Health Check Engagement Details 

Ensure You’re Running at the Best Level

System Audit Description of Work

Period of Performance NetMotion will provide a professional engineer at your location for a total of up to 

two (2) eight-hour days, including a pre on-site system planning discussion. The 

two eight-hour days represent a full system review and analysis of the NetMotion 

implementation, and includes recommendations and best practices to improve 

overall performance.

Place of Performance NetMotion will complete the proposed services at the customer’s designated 

location, which must include access to the NetMotion server system(s).

Pre On-Site Discussion
(Coordination via phone):

The NetMotion Engineer will perform the following functions in conjunction with  

the customer:

•  Review basic network architecture and requirements with customer IT  

    representative(s) in order to successfully proceed with the system audit.

•  Discuss access requirements to all system components.

•  Discuss remote client authentication scheme for NetMotion Mobility users.

•  Discuss current NetMotion implementation and network architecture.

•  Discuss NetMotion Mobility Policy Management rules as necessary to meet  

    project security requirements.

•  Discuss and verify preparation for NetMotion Engineer on-site work.

NetMotion Engineer On-Site
(Up to 2 Days):

•  Installation and configuration review of NetMotion Systems including:

   – Architecture                                                – System configuration

   – Policy definitions                                        – Group/device management

   – Additional NetMotion modules:                 – Logs 

      Analytics, NAC

   – Client installation and deployment            – Console access and management 

      process and procedures
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Acceptance Criteria 
NetMotion System Health Check is considered accepted once the NetMotion Engineer has left the your premises. You have a 
five-day period, after completion of the engagement, to contact us in the event they wish to contest the System Health Check 
implementation.

Technical and Project Assumptions 
In order to get the most out of the consulting engagement, the customer needs to provide any and all necessary technical 
resources (i.e. firewall administrator, server administrator) to allow the proper setup and configuration of the NetMotion system.

Professional Services Expiration 
Professional Service (PS) time purchased has an expiration date of six months from the time the customer purchase order is 
received. If you do not begin your implementation within that six month period, the Professional Service hours associated with  
that purchase order will be voided without refund.

Customer Acceptance 
Upon completion of your NetMotion implementation (or your NetMotion 3rd party partner software installation) you will receive 
via email a Customer Acceptance form to sign and return to NetMotion at the address specified. As a courtesy NetMotion will 
make three attempts to contact you via email to obtain your signature. You will have 30 days from the third email attempt to sign 
and return this document. Note, no response within that timeframe shall be considered customer approval. If you do not agree 
that the NetMotion implementation (or NetMotion 3rd party partner software installation) is complete then you must respond,  
via email, stating non-acceptance and detailing the remaining items needed to achieve acceptance.

How to Get Started 
To get started with NetMotion’s System Health Check, simply contact your NetMotion Software representative.  
Or contact us at: 1-866-262-7626, or online at: http://www.netmotionsoftware.com/contact

System Audit Description of Work

NetMotion Engineer On-Site
(Up to 2 Days):

•  Interviews with key stakeholders, including users of the NetMotion system 

•  Review of organizational policies, including:

   – Security

   – Backup and recovery

   – Disaster recovery

   – Regulatory/compliance

•  Post-audit recommendations and summary based on system review

Deliverables NetMotion will provide an on-site professional engineering resource for up to two (2) 

eight hour days. Once the full audit has been completed, the engineer will provide 

you with a post-audit summary and session review with recommendations for system 

performance improvements.

The customer will provide the NetMotion engineer access to the NetMotion system, 

as well as access to technical resources with knowledge of the network and the 

NetMotion implementation. Additional stakeholders in the deployment should also be 

considered and accessible during the on-site engagement.

Schedule Includes an on-site engineer for a total of up to two (2) eight-hour days, including a 

pre on-site system planning discussion.


